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The Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP)'s 73-point list reportedly includes requests
to halt environmental supervision, to eliminate industrial pollution fines and to push back new permits
and payments until next year. Andrei Vasilyev / TASS

Russian businesses have asked the government to suspend its enforcement of environmental
regulations during the coronavirus pandemic, the Kommersant business daily reported
Tuesday.

The Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP) warned that existing
regulations would lead to an “uncontrolled spread of the disease,” according to RSPP chief
Alexander Shokhin’s April 15 letter to Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin cited by
Kommersant. Its 73-point list reportedly includes requests to halt environmental supervision,
to eliminate industrial pollution fines and to push back new permits and payments until next
year.

https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/4327027


Related article: ‘People Go Hunting Like They Go Shopping’: Russia Sees Poaching Spike
During Virus Lockdown

“We’ll instruct the appropriate departments to deal with the [request] as soon as we receive
it,” Kommersant quoted the office of Deputy Prime Minister Viktoria Abramchenko, who is
responsible for environmental affairs, as saying.

Last fall, the RSPP successfully lobbied the government to drastically water down its package
of climate change legislation that was due to be part of Russia’s ratification of the Paris
Climate Agreement.

Experts and fellow business leaders have warned against easing environmental regulations.

“Relaxing environmental regulations risks people’s health and lives,” Kommersant quoted
the Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration’s
(RANEPA) Tatyana Lanshina as saying.

“The pandemic affects everything, but clinics don’t stop working and the water, electricity
and gas supplies don’t stop,” said Lanshina, a senior research associate at RANEPA’s center
for economic modeling of energy and the environment.

Natalya Belyayeva, deputy chief of the Business Russia union’s environmental committee,
called the RSPP’s proposal “outrageous.”

“What are we going to do in an environmental catastrophe? Wait for the environment to
regurgitate us?” Belyayeva was quoted as saying.

Deputy Prime Minister Abramchenko is likely to find the RSPP’s request unfounded,
Kommersant cited an unnamed government source as saying. The Natural Resources and
Environment Ministry could ultimately side with the powerful business lobby, Kommersant
reported, citing its recent steps to ease mineral resource management rules.
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